
LET’S GO BEYOND™

Connected Building Solutions
Transforming Hidden Potential through Intelligent Systems, 
Building Automation and Energy Management



Connect to the New World  
of Outcome-Driven Buildings
Buildings today are full of hidden potential. 
They have energy coursing through their veins—
heating, cooling, lighting. This energy produces 
data, and that data is like a language waiting 
to be translated. Once it is deciphered, it is full 
of valuable information and insight. When you 
understand what your building is saying—decode 
its messages and go beyond the data—you can 
transform that building into a stronger asset. Your 
building becomes an asset that can positively 
impact your goals.

Trane® is the industry leader in 
Connected Building Solutions.

At Trane, we go beyond unparalleled HVAC 
systems. Beyond industry-leading automation 
and energy management solutions. Beyond 
local engineering expertise. We go beyond basic 
knowledge to understand how buildings can work 
better to help businesses succeed. 

Control your building

When you have better control, your building becomes a 

more energy efficient and comfortable place to work. Trane 

provides the sensors, equipment and automation, plus the 

connective services and expertise you need to collect the 

data and gain the insight that leads to better control. 

Command your building remotely

Building activities ebb and flow all day and night.  

Our dashboards and mobile interfaces allow you to securely 

access current information and run systems remotely, giving 

you more freedom and making you more productive.

Integrate more building systems

In Connected Buildings, everything works together to provide 

more cohesive communication and integrated management. 

Trane offers a wide range of scalable applications that simplify 

the integration of our systems to other building systems—

lighting, security and water—both existing and new.

Optimize your building

Nearly any building can run better (and better), and the 

path to improvement can be found in the data. Once we get 

connected to the data sources, Trane Intelligent Services 

can provide the analytics that tell you where your building is 

running well, where things could be better, and what you can 

do about it. We can also create the customized reports you 

need to support your operations.

Connect with Trane advisors

Buildings are increasingly complex, and it takes a team of 

specialized advisors to make systems work their best. Trane 

delivers Connected Building Solutions through centralized 

engineering, combined with local design, installation and 

service expertise. You can stay connected with Trane on a 

continuous basis, too: 24/7 monitoring by Trane advisors 

helps us solve many issues more quickly and efficiently, 

minimizing the impact on your business.

What can Connected Building Solutions do for you? 
Save energy. Save money. Keep people comfortable. Increase uptime. Provide the data you need to make  
key operational decisions that are aligned to desired business outcomes—and then document the results.



Start Getting Connected
Trane® offers an unmatched combination of intelligent systems, building 
automation and energy management. Here’s how it all comes together.

BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

Monitor, track and predict energy usage and proactively 

analyze and optimize performance and maintenance 

through Trane Intelligent Services.

EQUIPMENT CONTROL 

Gain intelligent, adaptive control of equipment 

with Tracer® UC Controllers.

BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 

Manage, monitor and optimize each building 

with Tracer® SC. Simplify operation of smaller, 

standalone buildings with Tracer® Concierge™.

BUILDING SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

Trane advisors help you simplify the integration 

of building systems, both existing and new.

DESIGN, INSTALLATION, SERVICES EXPERTISE

Get the most from your buildings by leveraging the industry’s 

largest network of Connected Building Solutions experts. 

ROOM CONTROL

Install smart, flexible sensing 

technology with Trane Air-Fi® Wireless. 

ENTERPRISE BUILDING MANAGEMENT 

Manage your portfolio of buildings with Tracer® Ensemble™.



Questions? Let’s connect. 

Contact your Trane representative.

Trane.com/beyondconnected


